l Introduction* Interest in the application of mathematical analysis to problems associated with optimizing control systems has been significant in recent years. [16] , [6] , [7] , [9] , [13] . A particular class of stochastic optimization problems [1] which are of interest in certain control system applications can be abstractly formulated in the following manner.
Let (Ω, jy, P) be a probability space and let (D, &, m) be a measure space, where D = [a, b] 
a R, & is the collection of Borel measurable subsets of D, and m is a finite measure defined on (D, &).
Consider the product measure space (D x Ω, & x j^, m x P), and denote by L 2 (D x Ω) the collection of real valued & x j^-measurable functions defined on D x Ω which are square-integrable with respect to m x P. Let y(t, co) be a stochastic process on (Ω, jy, P) and R, and let
Y(t, o)) = [y(τ, ω), τ < ίj, (ί, ω) e R x Ω .
For each t e R, denote by ^/ t the minimal sigma-field of subsets of Ω with respect to which every element of the random vector Y(t, •) is measurable, and observe that t ',t"eD, t f 
<t" implies
In the stochastic optimization application under consideration, the random vector Y(t, •) is the observation available to a controller at time te D, and the control problem is the following: For an arbitrary but fixed element v e L 2 (D x Ω) determine a control u 0 e L 2 (D x Ω) with the property that u o (t, ) is ^-measurable for each te D and [v(t 9 •) I ^Jίω) does indeed exist. Other results which make use of this measurability are also presented.
The utility of the conditional expectation representation of the operator P s is twofold. First, some interesting and useful facts regarding the solution of the stochastic optimization problem can be deduced using properties of conditional expectations [1] ; and second, the problem of calculating conditional expectations of the type encountered above has received much attention in the literature, and efficient computational algorithms have been developed in certain cases.
[8], [10] , [11] , [12] , [3] , [15] , [17] , [5] , [4] .
2* Preliminaries* Let {^7, te D) be a collection of increasing sigma-fields in s*f, i.e., for each teD, J^ajz?
and
for m-a.e. teD, and consequently, [14] , a conditional expectation
to be an arbitrary random variable for each t in the exceptional set, E[x(t, •) I ^l](ft>) can be extended to be a stochastic process on (Ω, <S^, P) and D, and this is the basis of the following definition. Ssf, P) and D with the property that for m-a.e. teD,
JF )F
It has already been mentioned that a conditional expectation of x with respect to {^, teD} exists, although not necessarily uniquely, for each xeL^DxΩ), and the question which is now asked is whether there exists a & x jy-measurable representation for the conditional expectation of x with respect to {J^l, teD}. Before addressing this fundamental question, several preliminary results will be given.
is any other & x j^-measurable conditional expectation of x with respect to {J^ϊ, teD}, then
Proof. The uniqueness of & x j^-measurable representations for the conditional expectation of x with respect to {^t, teD} up to m x P-equivalence on D x Ω is immediate, and an application of Jensen's inequality for conditional expectation, together with Tonelli's (2), (4) it follows that {x n , n = 1, 2, } c S, and (3) then implies a eS, which proves the lemma.
The next result is a Fubini-type theorem for conditional expectation. LEMMA 
Let J?~ (z Sxf be a sigma-field, let xe L L (DxΩ), and let E[x(t, •) I ^\{ω) be a & x ^"-measurable conditional expectation of x(t, •) given j^~ for m-a.e. teD. Then (t, )m(dt)
/or P-α.e. α)efl.
Proof. Immediate consequence of Fubini's theorem. Then Scfl is also countable and dense in D. Let S = {Si, s 2 , } be an arbitrary denumeration of S for which s± = α, and for each t e D put s(t, n) = max {si e S; s* ^ ί, ί = 1, 2, w}, = 1, 2, .
Let A e s^ and for each teD let u(t, ω) be a conditional expectation of χ A given ^7
Then for each teD it is clear that I u(t, ω) I < 1 for P-a.e. ω e Ω.
Let w Λ (£, ω) -u{s{t, ri), ω), (t, ω) e D x Ω, n = l, 2,
, and observe that {u n , n = 1, 2, } is a sequence of ^ x j^-measurable functions on D x iλ Furthermore, for each w = 1, 2, , £e J9, % Λ (ί, •) is ^7-measurable since s(ί, n) ^ ί. Now if te S, then s(ί, n) -t for w sufficiently large, and hence lim π _co u n (t, ω) = u(t, ω) for all ω e Ω. On the other hand, if ί e D\S, then s(t, n) \ t as n -> ©o, and thus U ^7,,,., = U (t, ω) n-»oo for P-a.e. ω e Ω. Hence for each t e D (2) u(t, ω) = lim u n (t, ω)
for P-a.e. ωe Ω. By the Bounded Convergence theorem, it follows that for each teD
and hence
k^n JΩ Then {v n , n -1, 2, } is a sequence of ^-measurable functions on D, and \v n {t)\ <£ 2, ίe D, w = 1, 2, ••• Thus, applying the Bounded Convergence theorem once more, it follows that lim \ v n (t)m(dt) = 0 , and consequently,
Now let ^ = {JPG^ x J^; F t .e^, teD}, where JFV = {co G β; (ί, ω) G ί 7 }, ίei). It is readily verified that y is a sigmafield, and it is also clear that {u n9 n = 1, 2, •••} is a sequence of -measurable functions on D x Ω. Thus, by the Riesz-Fischer theorem, it follows from (3) that there exists a ^-measurable func- (t, ω) for P-a.e. ωe Ω, and from (2) it follows that, for m-a.e. teD, w(t, ω) = u(t, ω) for P-a e. ω e Ω. The ^-measurability of w implies w{t, •) is ^7-measurable for each teD, and consequently w is â x jy-measurable conditional expectation of χ A with respect to 3* Main results* Let y(t, ω) be a stochastic process on (β, jzf, P) and i2, let Proof. Since ^/ t is a sigma-field and (Uί<ί &t) c: J^, it follows that o {(Jί'<ί ^V}c ^ for each teR.
Let ί e J? be fixed. Then for each τ < £, the random variable 2/(r, •) is measurable with respect to ^/ t , for each V > r, and hence ?/(r, •) is measurable with respect to 0"{Uί' <« ίfi*}. Thuŝ = σ{ [y(τ 9 •) , Kί]}c and this proves the lemma. Proof. From Lemmas 2.4 and 3.1, it follows that the theorem holds for x = χ A9 Ae s/. By an argument which parallels the proof of Lemma 2.2, it can be shown that the theorem holds for all xeh^Ό x Ω). Now let ^ c ^ x J/ be the sigma-field defined by 
Proof. The existence of an ^/C-measurable conditional expectation of x with respect to {^/ t , teD} follows from Theorem 3.2, since
Let Mz^ and observe that
From the arbitrariness of Me^, it follows that 4. Extensions* The theorem which follows extends some of the results obtained in § § 2, 3, and it has application in the study of the class of stochastic optimization problems defined in § 1. 
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Then there exists a &' x & x ^/-measurable real-valued function defined on Π x D x Ω, denoted by E[x(s, t, ) 
